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To 
The Chief General Manager Telecom  
 BSNL, M P Circle, Bhopal. 

Sub :Negligence by Satna TDM towards legitimate demands & deterioration of services 

Res Sir, 

On 02.02.2017 Satna TDM Shri Giriraj Singh was given counseling in your chamber. 
He was advised to resolve the legitimate demands of staff and to gear up to improve 
the services being provided to customers. But  I am constrained to inform you that all 
your advice has fallen on deaf year and services are deteriorating further due to 
negligence of TDM on every front. It is astonishing to note that TDM is defying your 
orders and advice too. Recently local newspaper has again lamented over the 
quality of service being provided by BSNL and made serious allegations. Kindly go 
through the newspaper report sent to you earlier on whatsapp.  A copy of newspaper 
cutting of renowned Hindi Daily, Dainik Bhaskar dated 16.02.2017 is attached h/w for 
your ready reference. On the basis of  contents, I am submitting following points. 

 Telecom Services being provided by BSNL at Satna are on the verge of 
collapse. The report expressed serious concern on the lethargic and negligent 
attitude of the management, specially in the stiff & cutthroat  competition 
scenario and Jio Effect. It has questioned  the intentions of the authorities. 
The report says  “ BSNL ke satyanash ki supari akhir kisne le rakhi hai ?”  
( As to who has appointed a contract killer to smash BSNL ) . Report also 
suspects possibility of a meek surrender to the private companies in 
connivance with the Top Management . News report has also pointed a finger 
against role of TDM. 

 As per report , Call Drop is another big problem customers are facing. 
Landline & Broadband services remain unattended for months. This is due to 
mismanagement and improper utilization of available man power. 

 News paper says revenue of BSNL has been drastically slashed down to Rs 
60 lacs which was   around Rs 2 Crores per month. 

 The report has given example of dilapidated condition of BSNL services at 
Nagod Village wherefrom BSNL is earning Rs 5 lacs per month with its 600 
landlines and 200 broadband connections. But due to appeasement policy of 
TDM no SDO/ JTO is posted , cash counter is unmanned after retirement of 
the Cash counter clerk, faults are increasing in absence of required number of 



Telecom Technicians. Landline customers are compelled to surrender their 
phones. BSNL is losing a big revenue in the process. 

Over and above, Management is reluctant to resolve the staff problems and issues 
raised by union..  

Despite exposure by news paper and that too in  such a  harsh 
manner , this passes our comprehension as to why TDM is allowed 
to continue as TDM of Satna. What for we are waiting for Sir ? 

As You are aware Unions and Associations are doing their best for the 
increase in revenue of BSNL and decided to work an hour extra till 31st 
March 2017 and various motivational ideas like Customer Delight Year , 
SWAS etc have been floated earlier too by Unions & Associations  for 
revival of BSNL which has been hailed by our CMD too on number of 
occasions. The sane management and responsible unions and 
associations are  leaving no stone unturned to see BSNL on Top. We 
are also trying and putting our best to cope up with the JIO Effect. In 
such a scenario our union can’t remain mute spectator to the 
demoralizing activities of the officers like TDM Satna. TDM Satna was 
posted in Dec. 2013 and he has completed his tenure too. As such we 
demand to immediately shift  him elsewhere on any unproductive job 
(suitable for Him) and depute some Energetic Officer to fetch back the 
glory of profit making Satna SSA. 

If Circle Management doesn’t  respond now , we will be left with no 
alternative but  to resort to Trade Union Action as lot of discussions have 
been held on many occasions in past on Satna tangle but to no avail. 

 With kind regards,  

Yours Fraternally, 

 

(Prakash Sharma) 
Circle Secretary 

Enclosure: News Paper Clipping 

Copy to:  

1  Com P Abhimanyu,  General Secretary,    BSNLEU, CHQ, New Delhi 

2  Com B S Raghuwanshi,  Circle President, BSNLEU, M P Circle, Bhopal 

3  Com Yogesh Sharma , District Secretary,   BSNLEU, Satna 


